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Ackad uses powerful computers to solve problems
Progress in science has been aided
by progress in technology, and among
the most important tools propelling this
change have been computers. No wonder why scientists today rely on these
machines to solve ever more difficult scientific problems. Among the many scientists pushing this envelope is Eddie Ackad,
an assistant professor in the department
of physics at Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville.
Born in Montreal, Canada, Ackad
received his bachelor ’s degree in physics and computer science at Concordia
University in Montreal, Canada, and
his doctorate from York University in
Toronto, Canada. Problems, it seems, is
his life’s passion.
“I love solving problems for one and
I love being able to dig really deep into
a problem and end up not just having
solved it but having understood everything about it,” said Ackad.
The specific area he works in is known
as computational physics. It is a field
known for its use of extremely precise
and powerful computing to solve very
complex problems. In fact the term High
Performance Computing (HPC) was mentioned by President Obama during his
2011 State of the Union Address, when
talking about the potential of using very
large clusters of computers to get as much
data and calculation ability as possible.
Ackad explains the myriad of problems
that this powerful computing can help
solve.
“It is astonishing how much drug discovery is now simply done,” Ackad said.
“As far as I know it is almost unheard
of nowadays to simply go out and try
something in the lab without having some
computation first. It has sort of narrowed
down what you are going to do. So this
is just everywhere and it is going to get
better, eventually as systems grow and
as computers become increasingly more
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powerful this will continue.”
Advances in computing technology
have come about so fast that even experts
like Ackad are surprised by what is now
possible. “Six months ago I would have
told you that you really need the mainframes for just about every problem,”
Ackad explained. “But it turns out as of
late, the new emerging phenomena is to
do the computing on video cards because
the processor that is on the video card is
designed in such a way that you can get
much much more data through.”
What this means is that large mainframe
computers can be replaced with fairly
high-end graphic gaming cards – the same
kind that are used to play games.
In fact, a lot of the new mainframes that
are coming out are just large beds of video
cards stacked together.
Some may be surprised that for his
studies on the nature of molecules he uses
data obtained through X-rays.
“X-rays are a fundamental tool and
they are one of my primary research areas
because what we are looking at is being
able to look at matter at a very, very small
scale,” Ackad said. “And to look at it at
a small scale we need high-energy light
and that high-energy light is the X-ray. So
what we try and do with these X-rays is
really see into very important molecules
inside that are relevant for human biology
and for other animal biology.”
Although X-ray technology was used
as early as the 1950s to decipher the
structure of DNA, today Ackad is using
X-ray lasers in new areas of physics.
Currently he is looking into the idea
for a cheap and efficient way of storing
data as we do on hard drives.
“It is about writing the data with
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Dr. Ackad at his office with his computer simulations.
two lasers but at the nano (very small)
scale so making very little size indentations – a billionth of a meter – in
size in order to store huge amounts of
data on a very small scale using a very
cheap system,” he said. “It won’t be
for a home device but there are plenty
of things that need to be archived for
long-term storage and this would be
one way of doing it.”
He said that he thinks that in the
near future libraries won’t need that
much space since information will be

able to be saved in the manner he
describes. “Now we have chips that are
small that can store 32 Gigs. The hope
is to get chips that can store 32 billion
Gigs,” said Ackad.
He finds many of his students fascinated with his area of research not
only because of the technology, but
also because they are learning to be
problem- solvers. “There are people
who end up on Wall Street because it
turns out modeling the stock market
and modeling quantum mechanics is

actually very similar,” he said.
“And models are used in just about
every industrial setting from drug
development to engineering firms. It
is about understanding and saying ‘I
know what to change.’ ”

EHS

of Hope.”
When Doornink met with the organization’s staff, she learned that a primary need for the Kitchen was paper
products.
As a result, the orchestra will be conducting a paper products drive next
week at EHS. The drive will be a first
hour class competition school-wide with
the winning class receiving a doughnut
party.
The “Cans for Hope Concert,” the
main event, will take place, Feb. 21 at 7
p.m. in the EHS auditorium. Admission
to the concert will be canned fruits
and vegetables or crackers which will
provide cooking ingredients for the
Kitchen.
In addition, the orchestra will be
sponsoring a silent auction at the concert. “Each orchestra section has decided upon a basket theme to provide items
for,” Doornink said.
Friends of the EHS orchestra and
patrons of the arts are also donating
items for the baskets, and each orchestra
student was asked to provide either an
item or a $5 donation to be used for the
silent auction baskets.
Doornink also reached out to the middle school orchestras for assistance. “So
at Lincoln, they are collecting peanut
butter and at Liberty they are collecting jelly - kind of as a little competition
rivalry between the two of them. So that
will be fun” she said.
The EHS orchestra students have also
been busy selecting the music for the
concert. “Ms. M (McLaughlin-Heil) has

kind of been picking out music for
us, but they have a say in which ones
they like and which ones they don’t,
and what order they think it should go
in so they are planning the concert,”
Doornink added.
“I don’t want to take any credit for it
because she (Doornink) did all the organizing as far as the idea, going there,
making the arrangements with the people
who run House of Hope,” McLaughlinHeil said. “She announced everything
to the kids. I have two orchestra classes
and so she came to both classes to talk to
the kids about it.”
“The exciting part also is that the kids
are going to see where all their work
is going to help because we are actually going to get to go on a field trip to
House of Hope Kitchen and have some
kids play music while some kids serve
lunch there,” McLaughlin-Heil added.
“It will be great that they will actually
get to see where their work is going. I
just think it’s really great because I’m
giving them the opportunity and the
students are doing so well with coming
up with ideas and following through.”
“For the EHS orchestra students, the
project will provide a valuable experience. They will be working to benefit something much larger than themselves, making it a positive experience
for everyone,” Doornink said.
Anyone interested in supporting
the EHS orchestra’s charity concert by
donating a basket item for the silent
auction, can drop by an item at the EHS
Orchestra Room.

everyone is their goal.
The décor of Bin 51 has an interesting mix
of a clean, modern feel with its steel wine
racks but almost a coffee shop feel with its
100 year-old reclaimed, hardwood pine bar
top. The same reclaimed wood was used for
a large, almost farm-looking table that is a
focal point inside the front window.
That coffee shop feel was exactly what
Kuchta said they were striving to achieve
with the table as an essential element of
the store. “The whole design of this store,
in my mind, was built around the idea of
people gathered around that table - talking
and having fun and discussing the wine or
whiskey. Around that concept and around
that element in the window, everything else
kind of pulled from that,” he said of the table
that seats 12.
The table will also be utilized for classes
which Kuchta pointed out will be more
of an open discussion about the product.
“Whether the winemaker or the distiller
comes in to lead the discussion, that’s going
to be the style of classes,” he said. “It’s not
somebody just dictating to you what you
should expect – it tastes like this, this, this.
It’s going to be more of an open roundtable
discussion.”
The other aspect of Bin 51 is the bar. “You
can come in and buy any bottle of wine or
beer off the shelf and for a $2 corkage fee,
you can sit here and drink it,” Kuchta said.
“The goal is to bring almost kind of a community based, like hang out, coffee shop
atmosphere except more like a retail wine
bar. Think of it that way. Now, we’re not
open late, and we don’t really serve you like
a bar necessarily. I don’t come out to tables
and serve you. It’s more like you can help
yourself to a certain extent.”
While Bin 51 doesn’t have a kitchen to
make and serve food, it does offer a variety
of pre-cut, pre-packaged cheese flights that
have been specifically selected to accompany
a variety of wines. “So say you’re drinking a
dark red wine, this cheese flight is matched
to a dark red wine No one else around here
has that. They are really nice, top end gour-

met cheeses,” Kuchta said. Customers are
also encouraged to bring in food.
Bin 51 also has free Wi-Fi to encourage
customers to hang around. Being a community hub is part of the duo’s vision
which includes taking advantage of their
location being directly across the street
from the City Park. “I have a little patio
area, so during the summer concerts, you’ll
be able to sit out on the patio, listen to all
the music, drink wine over here, enjoy the
festivals, enjoy the music. We were very
happy to get this spot. I love feeling like
you’re a part of the world and that’s why
people love to sit here. They’ll just sit here
and watch the world go by over a glass of
wine,” Kuchta said.
Asking Kuchta what makes Bin 51 better
than everybody else, he, without hesitation,
said, “We do have the best selection of wines
and whiskey around for sure. We have the
best environment around to purchase it. We
also have the most knowledge, and I would
go to say that our pricing is very competitive
on top of that.”
“The biggest thing about us,” Kuchta
went on to say, “is that we try to make a very
relaxed and approachable way to buy wine.
That’s our biggest goal – to make wine buying as fun as drinking it. That’s kind of our
motto so to speak. Every aspect of the store
is built around making your experience
and your purchase a very fun approachable
learning experience. Along with that, we
have almost that café-bar atmosphere, too,
that a lot of people are utilizing on a daily
basis.”
Bin 51 is open 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday
and Saturday.
A Feast Magazine-sponsored wine tasting is scheduled for Feb. 22 and a Jim Beam
tasting and Cognac class will be forthcoming. Live music will fill Bin 51 about once
a month. Visit Bin 51’s Web site atwww.
Bin51wines.com to subscribe to the Bin 51
email list which will keep you informed
about upcoming events, entertainment and
tastings.
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Hey, everybody
The Little River Band, an Australian entry into the soft rock genre
with a string of Top 40 hits in the '70s and '80s, will be performing at
Edwardsville's Wildey Theatre Wednesday and Thursday. Both shows
begin at 8 p.m. For ticket information, visit www.wildeytheatre.com or
call 307-2053.

Arts&Music
Friday, Feb. 10
Robert Glasper Trio, Jazz at the Bistro, St. Louis, 7:30 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
Lift Every Voice: Black History Month Celebration, Powell Hall, St. Louis, 7:00 p.m.
The Funky Dog Ball Mardi Gras Gala, The Sheldon Ballroom, St. Louis, 9:00 p.m.
Planet Boogie, Fast Eddie's Bon Air, Alton, 8:00 p.m.
Killer Me Killer You/Ghost in the Machine, The Firebird, St. Louis, Doors 7:00 p.m.
Pro Arte Quartet, Blanche M. Touhill Performing Arts Center, St. Louis, 8:00 p.m.
Amy Schumer, Lumiere Place, St. Louis, 7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.
Leon Redbone, The Wildey, Edwardsville, 8:00 p.m.
Judy Pfaff: "Recent Work", David Bruno Gallery (Main Gallery), St. Louis, 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m., Runs through March 3.
Art of Asia, Edwardsville Arts Center, Edwardsville, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
I'll be your Mirror, Nancy Spiritas Kranzberg Gallery, The Sheldon, St. Louis, noon to 5:00
p.m., Runs through Feb. 11.
Christodoulos Panayiotou: One Thousand and One Days, Contemporary Art Museum,
St. Louis, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Runs through April 22.
David Burns Smith: The Longshot, The PSTL Gallery, St. Louis, 10:30 a.m., Runs through
May 12.
Race, Browning Mainstage, Loretto-Hilton Center, Webster Groves, 8:00 p.m.
Belinda Lee: Inside Out/Outside In, COCA, St. Louis, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Runs
through Feb. 26

Saturday, Feb. 11
Robert Glasper Trio, Jazz at the Bistro, St. Louis, 7:30 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
Chucho Valdes & the Afro-Cuban Messengers, Sheldon Concert Hall, St. Louis, 8:00
p.m.
Love and Laughter Concert: Kem, Kenny "Babyface" Edmonds and Rickey Smiley,
Chaifetz Arena, St. Louis, 8:00 p.m.
Hoosier Daddy's, 3:00 p.m./Planet Boogie, 8:00 p.m., Fast Eddie's Bon Air, Alton
Eddie's Munsters, Doors 2:30/The Dive Poets, Doors 8:00 p.m., Blueberry Hill, St. Louis
Eric Benet, Lumiere Place, St. Louis, 7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.
Dark Star Orchestra, The Pageant, St. Louis, Doors 7:00 p.m.
Ballyhoo!, Doors 6:30 p.m./London Calling, Doors 10:30 p.m., The Gramophone, St.
Louis
The Toasters, The Firebird, St. Louis, Doors 7:30 p.m.
Disney in Concert: Magical Music from the Movies, Powell Hall, St. Louis, 7:00
p.m.Reflections of the Buddha, Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts, St. Louis, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Runs through March 10.
Judy Pfaff: "Recent Work", David Bruno Gallery (Main Gallery), St. Louis, 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m., Runs through March 3.
Christodoulos Panayiotou: One Thousand and One Days, Contemporary Art Museum,
St. Louis, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Runs through April 22.
I'll be your Mirror, Nancy Spiritas Kranzberg Gallery, The Sheldon, St. Louis, 10:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m.
David Burns Smith: The Longshot, The PSTL Gallery, St. Louis, 10:30 a.m., Runs through
May 12.

“She’s in other groups here at the high
school. I noticed last year how much
she worked on other charity projects so
I asked her if she would chair a charity
project for our concert. She totally took
it, and came up with all these ideas for
it.”
Doornink, a sophomore, said that
when McLaughlin-Heil approached her
last summer to see if she’d be interested in spearheading this year ’s charity
concert for a charity of her choice, that
she chose a local charity that she was
quite familiar with, Soup For the Soul
Kitchen.
“I’m involved a lot at Metro
Community Church, and it’s one of the
charities we work with,” Doornink said.
“It’s in Cottage Hills, but it serves the
whole area.”
“It is operated all day long completely by volunteers to serve with food,
resources, and love to anyone that may
walk through its doors,” Doornink said.
“Throughout the night, the Kitchen’s
doors are open as churches throughout
the area come in to sponsor “Adopt a
Night of Hope,” which provides shelter and an evening meal. All of the
orchestra’s events will support everything the Kitchen is doing now, as well
as its near future endeavors of becoming
a full-time homeless shelter, The House

BUSINESS
Continued from Page 1
Kuchta met Osika while working at
Crushed Grapes years ago. “We just became
friends from there. I was the only one he
trusted to buy wine from. We just kept in
touch through the years and we kind of
came together one day and said you know,
we think we can do it better than everybody
else and let’s give it a shot. Let’s open a
shop,” Kuchta said.
Finding the perfect location would be the
next challenge, but when the location across
from City Park became available, the two
jumped on it fast. “The location was just so
central to us to do this,” Kuchta said. “We
knew that this corner spot across from the
library was it.”
Bin 51 Wine & Spirits opened its doors
Nov. 26 just in time for the holiday wine
buying season, and Kuchta said the response
from the community “so far has been wonderful.”
Inside, the two have created an upscale,
yet approachable wine and spirits retail store
that features a tasting bar. Customers can
peruse a vast selection of wine, spirits and
beers from the eclectic and hard-to-find to
the classic selections.
Kuchta said that in the short time they’ve
been open, they’ve evolved into focusing on
two areas – wine and whiskey. “But whiskey includes bourbons, scotches, Irish. We
also have a nice arrangement of spirits as far
as vodkas and liqueurs go. And then beer.
We have a good beer following too,” he said.
“My selection is key. We have a few of your
standards, but more of what we do is more
of an eclectic, hard-to-find wine experience
that you can’t just go to the grocery store and
find – and at the right prices.”
Most of Bin 51’s wine starts around $10 to
$12, and it has a large selection in the $12 to
$20 range up to $300 a bottle. Something for

Aldemaro Romero is the Dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences at Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville. His show, “Segue,”
can be heard every Sunday morning at 9 a.m.
on WSIE, 88.7 FM. He can be reached at
College_Arts_Sciences@siue.edu.

